
Local Chat VWEC Quarterly Meeting 6 July 2022.

[08:46] Dex Euromat: Hi
[08:47] Ari (arisia.vita): greetings all
[08:48] raeautumnwolfie: it brought me to the stones too but put a marker here
[08:49] Zoe Foodiboo: Is there a landing point set?
[08:50] Aerielle Kiyori: what are you trying to fix?
[08:50] Zoe Foodiboo: Here, Val - a screen shot
https://gyazo.com/6d6b34e3ea223c37a46b6230968207b8
[08:52] Aerielle Kiyori: Go to world -> parcel details
[08:52] Aerielle Kiyori: and then options tab
[08:52] Aerielle Kiyori: yeah it will
[08:52] Aerielle Kiyori: you are a estate manager so you bypass landing points
[08:53] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): No problem!
[08:53] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Hi, everyone!
[08:54] Dodge Threebeards: Hello Zzri
[08:54] Dodge Threebeards: can everyone hear voice?
[08:54] Aerielle Kiyori: hello
[08:54] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Can hear.
[08:54] Meryl McBride: Y
[08:54] PI (pi.illios): y
[08:54] FireWoman Pleiades (firewoman.pleides): Hi Zoe and Pi
[08:54] Meryl McBride: I'm impressed with your rapid typeing!
[08:54] Meryl McBride: or typing, even
[08:56] Kyoko Barzane (samara.barzane): relog
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[08:56] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): No Dodge, I see folks in nearby
voice and do not hear.  But I'm going to assume that's only me.
[08:56] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Relogging
[08:56] Dodge Threebeards: we will be in voice, If you are not hearing me, you might
want to relog
[08:57] Ari (arisia.vita): welcome Madori
[08:58] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Hi, Madori
[08:58] Madori Linden: Hi!
[08:59] Aerielle Kiyori: hello everyone
[08:59] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Hi, Aerielle!
[09:00] Valibrarian Gregg: Welcome all!  Dodge will do some announcements
[09:01] Dodge Threebeards: https://communityvirtuallibrary.org/vwec/vwec-meetings/.
[09:01] Dodge Threebeards: this is a regional chat
[09:01] Valibrarian Gregg: Transcripts are on the website
[09:02] Valibrarian Gregg: We will use the regional chat to help "keep time" - don't feel
like you have to do everything!
[09:02] Valibrarian Gregg: We will meet at the Fireside Chat area about 10:05- and
Dodge will let you know a bit before  :)
[09:02] Valibrarian Gregg: Dodge is letting us know that the VWEC is gaining
momentum!
[09:03] Valibrarian Gregg: Madori Linden has been an amazing help with SL!!
[09:03] Beth Ghostraven: yeesh, finally got here!
[09:03] Valibrarian Gregg: We continue to add regions to the Eduverse reserve!  Contact
me with an IM if you need information.
[09:03] Valibrarian Gregg: In the VWEC Eduverse Commons, there's a map of the
Eduverse regions....or just pull up you SL map!
[09:04] Valibrarian Gregg: Our Grand Opening had over 80 people and was a huge
success.
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[09:04] Senn Maximus: Yay! Hi everyone!!
[09:04] Aerielle Kiyori: hello Senn :)
[09:04] Valibrarian Gregg: We are at the Holiday Archipelago - arranged by Madori
Linden and it will be available through August...feel free to use it!
[09:05] Senn Maximus: You all did an amazing job with the opening, it was wonderful
[09:05] Aerielle Kiyori: it's still up, they extended SL19B to the 10th
[09:05] Valibrarian Gregg: VWEC had an exhibit at SL19B and have been spotlighting
education in SL
[09:05] Valibrarian Gregg: The Fireside chats are going well!  We are adding more times.
[09:05] Valibrarian Gregg: We want to add various world time zones....like the Asia Pacific
fireside chat.
[09:06] PI (pi.illios): Yes
[09:06] Shiloh e. (shiloh.emmons): Tricycle Delthy heads the Asia Pacific?
[09:06] Beth Ghostraven: Val, thank you for texting :o)
[09:06] Valibrarian Gregg: yes we are adding Spanish and want more global educational
resources.
[09:06] Shiloh e. (shiloh.emmons): applauds Delia for a great Kick off to the series
[09:06] Valibrarian Gregg: Delia presented the first SL Expert session and Gentle Heron
will present this FRI July 8th at 1pm.
[09:07] Valibrarian Gregg: She is an expert in accessibility.
[09:07] Valibrarian Gregg: Then actuality- our architect expert- will present on July 22 at
1pm.
[09:07] Valibrarian Gregg: Followed by a Happy Hour for networking!
[09:07] Valibrarian Gregg: Our next VWEC quarterly meeting will be WED OCT 5th 9am-
at the plaza  :)
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: Thanks, Dodge
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: Just a reminder that our calendars are on the website under
VWEC Info Center and VWEC Welcome Plaza events.



[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: https://communityvirtuallibrary.org/virtual-reference/
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: https://communityvirtuallibrary.org/events/
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: You can also access major educational communities on our
website at the Virtual Worlds Group Calendars document
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_RBgV2S4K_s1AEKOKEYvU1r_Dz5NXM1FDj68as-
SUKs/edit?usp=sharing
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: I would like to introduce our Ride Operators for today’s event.
[09:08] Valibrarian Gregg: If the ride operators would join me out here on the sand…
[09:09] Valibrarian Gregg: Wait ride operators!!!
[09:09] Valibrarian Gregg: We must hear from our SL liaison the amazing Madori!
[09:09] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken) cheers and tromplez for Madori
[09:09] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Claps!
[09:10] Valibrarian Gregg: Madori is helping us with both NEW learners and educators as
well as supporting those who have been in SL for a good while.
[09:10] Valibrarian Gregg: She strives to make "play" engaging yet also a serious
learning opportunity.
[09:11] Valibrarian Gregg: This could not have been accomplished without Madori!!
[09:11] Valibrarian Gregg: APPLAUSE!!! APPLAUSE!! APPLAUSE! for Madori
[09:12] Zinnia Zauber: Yay!
[09:12] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken) cheers for Pi's Spanish language
firesides and Kaylee's Pacific Asian firesides!
[09:12] Zinnia Zauber: Thank you, Madori!
[09:12] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Applause!
[09:12] Valibrarian Gregg: The ride operators will gather beside me out here on the
sand!
[09:12] Kyoko Barzane (samara.barzane): don't forget the squishie slime ;)
[09:13] Valibrarian Gregg: Dodge is talking about the rides and games!
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[09:13] Valibrarian Gregg: I will drop landmarks shortly  :)
[09:14] Marly (marly.milena): Metaphors!!!
[09:14] Valibrarian Gregg: as well as a bit about the metaphorical connections you might
make!
[09:14] Valibrarian Gregg: I just dropped the landmarks in a notecard
[09:14] Valibrarian Gregg: IM me if you did not get it!
[09:14] Sitearm (sitearm.madonna): received ty !
[09:14] Neuro Wonder: today the cigar is not just a cigar
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg: and I am about to give you the google doc!!!
[09:15] Beth Ghostraven: wow, PI! What balance!
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg: just a moment!
[09:15] Zinnia Zauber: lol Neuro
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg: Ride Operators
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Roller Coaster 1 - Sheila
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Waterslide 2 - Suemoon and Firewoman
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Bumper Cars 3 - Zinnia
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Sailboards 4 -  Pi
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Volleyball 5 - Rae
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                      Squishy Ball Group 6 - Zzri
[09:15] Valibrarian Gregg:                   Plus Refreshment Stand- Namaara
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: Today’s VWEC Quarterly Meeting is called a Summer
Amusement Park Metaphorical Extravaganza!
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: While you have fun exploring the rides and games here,
[09:16] Second Life: Valibrarian Gregg gave you July 6, 22 - Summer Amusement Park
Extravaganza landmarks.
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: you may think of connections to your own Second Life
experiences as learners,



[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: teachers or subject areas.
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: The rides may bring up metaphors such as floating, soaring,or
bumping into others!
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: Here is a document for you to record your connections and
metaphors about your SL journey of learning
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swneK6B10kfoojdng4Q7WU108PUnknfz0Uhttsg
PwOI/edit?usp=sharing
[09:16] Valibrarian Gregg: Please go stand near one of the ride operators and divide
yourself into small groups.
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: You will rotate around the amusement park
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: and Dodge will let you know how much time we have as we
go along.
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: You don’t have to go to every ride but if you spend about 5
minutes,
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: you should be able to go through most of them and get some
refreshments too!
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: We will meet at the Fireside Deck at 10:05.
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: I am dropping a notecard with landmarks to all the various
rides and games.
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg:  If you get lost, or have any questions, please feel free to IM
me
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: and we will be using the VWEC group chat to communicate.
[09:17] Valibrarian Gregg: See you around the park!
[09:18] Zinnia Zauber: lol Yes!
[09:19] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): follows name to
#greendotsarepeople the refreshment area.
[09:19] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): *Nam
[09:19] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Go Zzri!
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[09:19] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Yay!
[09:20] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Go Shaerken!
[09:20] Tori (tori.landau): oops sorry Beth!
[09:20] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): okay, let's go :D
[09:25] PI Illios shouts: Hi ! Is PI if you want a TP to the sailboats IM me
[09:26] PI Illios shouts: Have fun
[09:28] PI Illios shouts: Hi ! Is PI if you want a TP to the sailboats IM me
[09:30] Dodge Threebeards: Region Chat :  First 10 minutes are up, 30 minutes to go.
The teleports on the notecard work now :)
[09:32] PI Illios shouts: Grab a friend and come to sail IM me
[09:40] Dodge Threebeards: 20 minutes up, still 20 minutes to go. Plealse remember to
record you metaphorical connections
[09:41] Dodge Threebeards: hi, people are out playing with the activities here
[09:41] Second Life: Items successfully shared.
[09:41] Dodge Threebeards: that is the notecard with LMs for the activities
[09:42] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): Thanks Dodge!
[09:49] Dodge Threebeards: Region Chat: 10 minutes left,  please remember the
metaphorical connections
[09:55] Dodge Threebeards: Region chat: In 5 minutes please gather at the refreshment
area.
[09:55] Dodge Threebeards: hi Megs
[09:55] Megs (megscandles): hey Dodge, how are you doin'?
[09:55] Dodge Threebeards: doing well thanks,  Hope life is treating you good
[09:56] Megs (megscandles): yes, thanks
[09:56] PI (pi.illios): Where do we meet again?
[09:57] Dodge Threebeards: next is at the refreshment area, under the water slides
[09:57] Breila Jenvieve: I think that's enough excitement for one day.



[09:57] PI (pi.illios): Okie
[09:58] Zinnia Zauber: pick your color
[09:58] Suemoon Magic: Yay /firewoman
[09:58] Tora the Explorer (toraona.thane): taking the path of discretion
[09:58] Zinnia Zauber: sit and steer with your arrows
[09:58] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): As you gather here -- remember
to make a notation in the google document about your thoughts:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swneK6B10kfoojdng4Q7WU108PUnknfz0Uhttsg
PwOI/edit
[09:58] Neuro Wonder: it only requires slight discipline
[09:58] FireWoman Pleiades (firewoman.pleides): What FUN!
[09:59] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): We WANT your thoughts,
suggestions, opinions, methaphorical comments.
[09:59] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Welcome Dodge.
[09:59] Neuro Wonder: i would do it but i don't want my username to appear on the
google doc
[09:59] Zinnia Zauber: Did you guys get fun?
[09:59] Zinnia Zauber: Can we add something for you Neuro?
[10:00] Neuro Wonder: i didn't take any notes while i was doing it
[10:00] Senn Maximus: yes!
[10:00] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Type it here Neuro -- or whisper
to Zinnia or me in IM and we'll add it using out names.
[10:00] ProfGraceful: Notes? Didn't know there would be a test!
[10:00] Dodge Threebeards: Region Chat:  Please gather at the refreshment area.  In 5
minutes we will move over to the Eduverse Deck
[10:00] Tori (tori.landau): think if we're not logged in, which I don't think I am, it assigns
an anonymous name
[10:00] Zinnia Zauber: Oh good, thank you Tori!
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[10:00] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): If you don't want to make a
comment in the document, whisper to me in IM and I"ll add it with  my name attached.
As you gather here -- remember to make a notation in the google document about
your thoughts:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swneK6B10kfoojdng4Q7WU108PUnknfz0Uhttsg
PwOI/edit
[10:01] Tora the Explorer (toraona.thane): oh ack!
[10:01] Tori (tori.landau): I see anonymous frog, anonymous anteater etc.  No idea which
one I am lol
[10:01] Zinnia Zauber: If you have grabbed your snack, you can head to the Deck at
VWEC Eduverse (184,170,30)
[10:02] Zinnia Zauber: We are meeting at the Deck at VWEC Eduverse (184,170,30)
[10:02] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): I'll hang here and watch for
stragglers.
[10:02] Zinnia Zauber: Okay, thank you!
[10:02] Zinnia Zauber: I am heading over there.
[10:02] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): We are meeting at the Deck at
VWEC Eduverse (184,170,30)
[10:02] Second Life: Teleport completed from Holiday Archipelago Two (142,45,22)
You are now at VWEC Eduverse Deck and Fireside Chat, VWEC Eduverse (189, 189, 30)
[10:03] Beth Ghostraven: Hi Gentle!
[10:03] Beth Ghostraven: Hi Dodge!
[10:03] Suemoon Magic: And we won't even get the chairs wet
[10:03] Neuro Wonder: i am very lost, but that's not unusual
[10:05] Senn Maximus: brb :)
[10:06] Valibrarian Gregg: Here is the doc of our metaphors
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swneK6B10kfoojdng4Q7WU108PUnknfz0Uhttsg
PwOI/edit?usp=sharing
[10:06] Zinnia Zauber: Virtual World Education Consortium
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[10:06] Neuro Wonder: you could also use these things to encourage employee culture
[10:06] Zinnia Zauber: Join the group at this link
[10:06] Zinnia Zauber: Virtual World Education Consortium
[10:07] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken) cheerz and tromplez for the ride
operators!
[10:08] Megs (megscandles): it was like a ride back to my childhood
[10:08] Shiloh e. (shiloh.emmons) whispers: lots of bends and turns, just like SL life... but
you do reach the goal if you stay in the car on the ride  !!
[10:08] Dex Euromat: Yw :)
[10:09] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): slippery slopes!  both in SL and
the physical world (waterslide)
[10:09] Tori (tori.landau): The waterslide was akin to putting my trust in other people
and/or technology completely to keep me safe
[10:10] Marly (marly.milena): Me- Marly
[10:12] Tori (tori.landau): Love that Spiff!
[10:12] Marly (marly.milena): First, I had to discover that I needed to climb to get to the
place where I could take the ride!
[10:12] Delia Lake: I found I could windsurf around both islands. I didn't expect that. It
was a bit scary threading the straight between the waterfall and the rock reef at the end
of the river here, but I held on and made it through without crashing.
[10:12] Beth Ghostraven: I learned something new about sounds from Zzri - I almost
always learn something new in SL
[10:13] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): :D
[10:13] Zinnia Zauber: We kept talking about how to improve things at the bumper cars
as well.
[10:13] Dodge Threebeards: Delia,  I also found it was fun to circle both regions on the
sailing boards
[10:14] Valibrarian Gregg: Keep typing and sharing!!



[10:14] Marly (marly.milena): There are a lot of bumps as we learn how to manipulate
this environment
[10:14] Second Life: Items successfully shared.
[10:14] Valibrarian Gregg: yes- the good old try!  even when a bit frustrated!
[10:15] Tori (tori.landau): The bumper cars went off the bumper car place so I was sent
into the air by one  - reminding me that bumping into people can be very unexpected
and be an unexpected new connection!
[10:15] Senn Maximus: make it bigger! better! stronger! fasterer!
[10:15] Zinnia Zauber: Yay!
[10:15] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken) grinz at Senn!
[10:15] Neuro Wonder: unexpected connections are fantastic
[10:15] Senn Maximus: gives a sense of freedom
[10:16] Marly (marly.milena): Sailboards....could do it right away! What a hoot! It's such a
pleasure when this happens here
[10:16] Senn Maximus: To me the sailing and windsurfing is like a calmness, smoothness,
something that helps smooth out our anxieties
[10:16] Beth Ghostraven: the Blake Sea is a great place to sail in SL
[10:16] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Sailing in SL is surprisingly relaxing, yeah :D
[10:16] Megs (megscandles): lol
[10:16] Senn Maximus: I used to windsurf!
[10:17] Valibrarian Gregg: so true!  the frustration...take a break
[10:17] Shiloh e. (shiloh.emmons): i dated a guy from Chihuahua, and he became
involved with AMWAY. so I followed suit ... the one good thing I learned from AMWAY
is:  life is full of unexpected events, always try to make lemonade if life hands you a plate
of lemons; meaning:  even the best laid plans, best intentions, can go offtrack .... make
the best of the situation ...
[10:17] Delia Lake: I used to windsurf too. owned a windsurfer when my kids were
growing up
[10:17] Shiloh e. (shiloh.emmons): nice, Delia



[10:18] Neuro Wonder: If I had an AI machine that just told me the next thing to do, i
wouldn't need any other machine.
[10:18] Valibrarian Gregg: yes-  a good mentor/teacher- and the best way to learn
something is to teach or help someone else!!
[10:18] Senn Maximus: provide nice visual Infographics for each step
[10:18] Madori Linden: Marley is so right. sometimes we need help creating those neural
pathways
[10:18] Aerielle Kiyori: yes that has been my experience very much
[10:18] Aerielle Kiyori: it's part of why i teach, is to learn more
[10:19] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): yes!   this was so fun!
[10:21] Valibrarian Gregg: great Madori...we loved it!
[10:21] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Yay for Madori's time and effort
and energy!
[10:21] Tori (tori.landau): Thank you Madori!
[10:21] Megs (megscandles): thank you, Madori!
[10:21] Tora the Explorer (toraona.thane): thanks, madori!
[10:21] Tora the Explorer (toraona.thane): it was a lot of fun
[10:21] Valibrarian Gregg: Refreshment Stand
Popcorn makes everything better!

The stand is a great place to hang out and socialize!

Metaphor-  coffee and refreshments in SL are metaphors for sharing and relaxing
together
Refreshment stand is a win. Interaction is key in both SL and in RL activities. By learning
to click and wear the item whether it is soda or an ice you learn something new. You
also have to consider your answer. I mean, what is your favorite flavor of ice? Was it
available? If not, would you want to create it in SL? I think that would be fun.



[10:22] Valibrarian Gregg: Overall comment heard at the refreshment stand:
“ maybe have an NPC at each ride to click for directions?”
[10:22] Marly (marly.milena): And if your favorite is ot there, what else can you try as a
new experience?
[10:22] PI (pi.illios): A feel off comfort
[10:22] Marly (marly.milena): Not
[10:22] Tori (tori.landau): Agree Val  - I find that too
[10:23] PI (pi.illios) whispers: I enjoy it a LOT
[10:23] Meryl McBride: Very fun!!!
[10:23] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Yay Dodge!
[10:23] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Yay  Val!
[10:23] Neuro Wonder: It allowed me to be a little more deviant than I would be in rl.
(e.g. surfing on the walkways)
[10:23] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): This was a nice summery get away.  Especially in the
Northeast USA which is cloudy
[10:23] Tori (tori.landau): It is a lot of fun when not able to do these activities in RL
[10:23] Beth Ghostraven: is there a Tilt-A-Whirl in SL?
[10:23] Marly (marly.milena): Confession---these are things I would never do in physical
life so it was great to have virtual versions!
[10:23] FireWoman Pleiades (firewoman.pleides): Tilt-a-whirl!!!
[10:23] Beth Ghostraven: same here, Marly
[10:23] Tori (tori.landau): Agree Marly
[10:24] Valibrarian Gregg: I will save the chat!  and we put these on our website
[10:24] Valibrarian Gregg: Next Quarterly MEETING: Oct 5th
[10:24] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): Yay Gentle's presentation!
[10:24] Tori (tori.landau): ooh Friday is a busy day



[10:24] Valibrarian Gregg: Be sure to click the sign for info about Gentle's session this
Friday at 1pm
[10:24] Beth Ghostraven: VSTE  is starting a Summer Book Club on July 11th - Kaiju
Preservation Society by John Scalzi
[10:25] Valibrarian Gregg: take a look at the beautiful calendar display in the info
center!!
[10:25] PI (pi.illios): :D
[10:25] PI (pi.illios): Try the sailboats later
[10:26] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): Heheh! :>
[10:26] Tori (tori.landau): ooh 4 pm I might be able to make that before bed
[10:26] Ari (arisia.vita): all are welcome
[10:26] Beth Ghostraven: sorry if I whack you with this enormous sign
[10:26] Tori (tori.landau): yay for Ari
[10:26] Senn Maximus: nods
[10:27] Neuro Wonder: well if we want to make an analogy to rl, we have to go out in
the field.
[10:27] Aerielle Kiyori: hook em at the gateways
[10:27] Senn Maximus: Take a chance on someone as well
[10:27] Neuro Wonder: the field is the other things in sl...we need to get out there
ourselves
[10:27] Valibrarian Gregg: yes Dodge!  we will be talking about bringing new people into
SL for education at our OCT meeting
[10:27] Doe Silverspar: is there still a welvome island for new people?
[10:27] Aerielle Kiyori: show them education areas in all the gateways, encourage
commuynity gateways to do it too
[10:28] Doe Silverspar: /wave
[10:28] Tori (tori.landau): agree - the gateways would be the way.
[10:28] Doe Silverspar: a giver was what I was thinking



[10:29] Beth Ghostraven: voice cut off for me
[10:29] Neuro Wonder: i find a lot of educators at non-education events; educators who
do not know about this community
[10:29] Tori (tori.landau): Are we an official gateway yet or is that still in the works? °͜°
[10:29] Dodge Threebeards: it is official
[10:29] Tori (tori.landau): Same here Neuro
[10:29] Tori (tori.landau): Great Dodge thank you
[10:29] Valibrarian Gregg: yes Marly that is the goal!!!
[10:29] Valibrarian Gregg: matching people with their goals and with others who share
them
[10:31] Grid Crash Protection Box: , you are no longer protected from the vagaries of the
Grid - beware!
[10:31] Valibrarian Gregg: Thanks for being here everyone!! this was great and I hope to
see you at Ari's concert at noon!
[10:31] Aerielle Kiyori: Thank you everyone
[10:32] Valibrarian Gregg: and maybe at the NPC meeting on Fri!!
[10:32] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): Thanks everyone!
[10:32] raeautumnwolfie: see you all! thank you!
[10:32] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): Great to see you
[10:32] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): thank you everyone for coming!
[10:32] Suemoon Magic: Bye y'all
[10:32] Valibrarian Gregg: bye for now!!!!  Clap clap clap and hugs
[10:32] Spiff (spiff.whitfield): Well done Dodge
[10:32] Zzri Avian (zri.portal): take care, everyone :>
[10:32] Madori Linden: Thank you everyone!!!
[10:32] Neuro Wonder: thank you all
[10:32] FireWoman Pleiades (firewoman.pleides): Great time!



[10:32] Tora the Explorer (toraona.thane): thanks for this wonderful experience!
[10:32] ProfGraceful: thanks so much
[10:32] Breila Jenvieve: Take care everyone!
[10:32] Shaerken Changeheart (changeheartshaerken): THis kat is scheduled for a nap!
Y'all be well, be safe and share your ideas!
[10:32] FionaFei: Thank you so much.  What a fun event and interesting talk!  Take care
everyone!
[10:32] PI (pi.illios): great so everyone having fun!
[10:33] Beth Ghostraven: bye for now!
[10:33] Senn Maximus: Great to see everyone! Had fun!
[10:33] Dodge Threebeards: take care everyone,
[10:33] Tori (tori.landau): Thank you Val, Dodge and the ride operators!
[10:33] Dex Euromat: Thanks guys
[10:33] Dex Euromat: have good time
[10:34] PI (pi.illios): Thanks Dodge, Val and Madori
[10:34] PI (pi.illios): Take care everyone RL calls
[10:34] Tori (tori.landau): Bye everyone, see you on Fri hugs
[10:34] Madori Linden: Bye! have a good rest of your day
[10:34] Tori (tori.landau): Bye Madori! °͜°
[10:34] Aerielle Kiyori: Have a good one all :)
[10:38] Dodge Threebeards: goodbye everyone, I need to head out


